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imprisoned her always gave way in the end, but always too late, leaving Paris a legacy of irremediable twisting out of shape, of stiffening into knots, and of habits of putting up with semi-suffocation that nothing could correct.
But, above all, every time that Paris escaped from her prison of fortifications, she ran up against the villages. She was rather surprised and disconcerted whenever she did ; for, though she had not forgotten their existence, she had omitted to take account of it in her dreams of the future.
Although she had very early been a fortified town, she had never had exclusive possession of her own countryside. Villages as old as herself had grown, or vegetated, there on their own resources, every one of them in its own dip of a valley, on its own spur of a hill, or on its own miniature mountain. All the countryside round about was encumbered with them. There was no freedom in any direction. Every outlet was bound to run up, sooner or later, against some existing community or other, and end in somebody else's patrimony, in a thicket of ancient rights. When the last stones of her own walls fell down, Paris would find in front of her a countryside belonging to somebody else, with its roads strongly held, a disputed horizon.
The last ring of fortifications, the one constructed -when Thiers was President, the farthest afield and the strongest of all, with its talus, its moat, its glacis, and the five hundred metres of military zone which protected it, seemed to have surmounted the problem, and still leave something to spare. It enveloped the Paris of 1846 only at a considerable distance, enclosing together with her, apart from a dozen villages, or parts of villages, fields, gardens, deep quarries, open meadows - in short, enough rural space to convey the illusion that you could live on it long enough to withstand a siege indefinitely. This new fortified zone did not so much seem to confine Paris as to indicate a future scope to her and summon her to it, It was at the outset, and until the end of the century, a space left free for her to fill.
By 1908 she had filled it. Paris had finally come to the end of her internal countryside. Goats no longer grazed on the

